In-cell single-molecule FRET measurements reveal three conformational state changes in RAF protein.
The structures of proteins are intimately related to their functions. Significant efforts have been dedicated to the structural investigation of proteins, mainly those of purified proteins in in vitro environments. Proteins function in living cells and thus protein structures must be regulated by interactions with various molecules, some of which participate in reaction networks, depending on the states, conditions, or actions of the cell. Therefore, it is very important to understand the structural behavior of proteins in living cells. Single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) measurements were conducted using the alternative laser excitation (ALEX) technique. smFRET distributions of cytosolic Rapidly Accelerated Fibrosarcoma (RAF) proteins in living HeLa cells were obtained with exclusion of the negative effects of photobleached fluorophores and incompletely labeled proteins on smFRET. smFRET histograms of wildtype (wt) RAF in live cells exhibited two major peaks, whereas that of the S621A mutant, which has been thought to have an expanded structure, was almost single-peaked. A population shift involving the peaks for wt RAF was detected upon epidermal growth factor stimulation. Spontaneous transitions between the conformational states corresponding to the two peaks were also detected using the FRET-two-channel kernel-based density distribution estimator method in comparison to static double-stranded DNA samples. Cytosolic CRAF has at least three conformational states; in addition to the closed and open forms, the fully-open form was distinctly specified. Based on the results, we propose a speculative structural model for CRAF. Structural distribution and changes to proteins in live cells as a result of intracellular interactions were successfully identified. smFRET using ALEX is applicable to any other cytosolic proteins.